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POINCARE AUTOMORPHISMS FOR NONDEGENERATE CR
QUADRICS

VLADIMIR V. EZOV AND GERD SCHMALZ

ABSTRACT. In this paper we suggest a formula for holomorphic alltomorphisms of
an arbitrary nOlldegenerat.e quadric eR manifold which comprises aH of the formerly
described autoll1orphism groups for qlladrics of codimension 2 and of RAQ quadrics.
This formula is a generalization of the formllla of H.Poincare for Aut S3.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1907, Poincare [9] pl'oved that any gern1 of a holomorphie isotropie autoInor
phism of the sphere 83 = {(z, w) E C2

: Itn w = Zz} is a fractional linear transfor
Ination of the fonn:

* c(z+aw)
(1) z = 1 _ 2iaz _ (r + iä,a)w'

• pw
1.0 =

1 - 2iiiz - (r + iäa)w'

where a, cE C, 1" E IR, and p = Ic1 2
•

In 1962, Tanaka [10] proved the analogous resuli for arbitrary nondegenerate hy
perquadrics in Cn +I: {( Z, 'W) E Cn x ce :Itn'llJ = (z, z) }, where (', .) is a nondegenerate
Henuitian form in Cn .

Nondegenerate hyperquadrics serve as quadratic models of hypersurfaces in Cn +1

with nondegenerate Levi fonn.
Nondegenerate quadrics in cen +k are the quadraiic models of surfaces with nonde

gellerate (in sense of Baouendi - Treves - Beloshapka) vector-valued Levi fonn:

(2) Q = {(z,w) E Cn
X Ck

: Imw = (z,z)},

where (z, z) is a IR.k-valued Hennitian f0I'111 in Cn with tbe properties:
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i) (z, b) = 0, for all z E Cn
, inlplies b = 0,

ii) If f( (z, z)) =0, for SOHle linear funetional f E (IRk
)', then f = 0.

Beloshapka proved that these properties are neeessary and suffieient for having a
fi ni te ditnensional autüIllorphis 111 group [1].

Any quadrie Q (not neeassarily nondegenerat.e) can be equipped with a canonical
group structure. If (z, w) E Q, and (p, q) E Q, then (z + p, w + q+2i(z,]J)) E Q. The
group Q will be called Heisenberg-group. Sinee this group operation is holomorphic
with respeet to the first argulnent, we obtain a transitive family of holomorphic
automorphisms being parametrized by Q itself. Thus, Q is a hOlTIogeneous manifold.
Therefore, it is sufficient to find the automorphisms which preserve a fixed point, say
the origin. We denote the connected eomponent of the unit of the group of loeal
automorphisl11S of Q at 0 by Auto Q.

Any automorphislTI ~ E Auto Q ea.n be uniquely elecomposed into a linear auto
ITIorphism cI>c,p E Autli" Q : z ~ Cz, w ~ pw (where C E GL(n, C), p E GL(k,lR)
with (Cz,Cz) = p(z,z}, for all z) ancl an autOlnorphism cI>id E Auto,idQ with the
property that the restrietion of dcI>id to t.he cOluplex tangent spaee at °is the identieal
Inap.

Using tbe reflection prineiple, Henkin, anel Tumanov [8J proveel that the Ioeal
automorphisnls froln Auto,id Q acltnit abirational extension to C"+k.

Beloshapka [2] obtained a deseription of the Lie algebra of the infinitesinlal au
t0I11orphisH1S of Q, anel he proveel also that the quadries of eocliInension k > 2 in
general position are rigid, i.e., their isotropy groups eonsist of trivial automorphislTIs
z ~ cz, tv ~ 1c1 2w, for SOlue c0I11plex nUlnber c (see [3}).

Reeently, Forstneric [7] fonnulated the problem about tohe description of AutoQ
onee agaln.

Tbe authors deseribed the aut.omorphisms in the ease k = 2 (see [5]), anel defined,
in the case n = k, a dass of quadries with large automorphism groups being calleel real
associative quadrics (RAQ), anel wrote the explieit fonnula for their automorphisms
[6].

Generalizirig these results, we prove in the present paper the following

Theorem 1. Let Q be n nOlulcgenerate qUfub'ic in Cn+k flnfl fl : Ck ---+ Cn be a linea1'
operator, A be n C"-vaI7l.cd bi/inffll' fOllH on C" ® C" J 7' be an JRk-va/ucd Hernlitian
form on ck

J and B be fl C" -valued bilincil.'r fonn on ck ® cn which are connected by
the relations

(3)
(4)

(A(z, (),~)

(B( 'W, (),~) =

(z, a(~, ()),
1'(1U, (~, ()),

JOT aU z, (, ~ E Ct.~ (Lut! 'IV E Ck
) iheu tlte m.ap
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z· = (id -2iA(z,.) - B(w,·) - iA(aw, .))-I(Z +aw),
'w· = (id -2i(z, a:) - r(w,:-) - i(aw, a:) )-IW,

is an automol]Jhism from Auto,id Q.

3

We call the automorphisms which can be written by formula (5) Poincare-aut?
morphisms.

We emphasize that we do not know any example of non-Poincare automorphisms.

2. ALGEBRAS CORRESPONDING TO QUADRICS

Let Q be a quadric in Cn+k as above (not necessarily nondegenerate).
Consider the set 21 of pairs of lnatrices (D, d) E gl(n, C) X gl(k, C) with the

property (Dz, () = d(z, (), for all z, ( E Cn
•

Proposition 1. The set 21 is an algebra with a unit.

Proo/. It is clear that 21 is a linear space containing (id, id). Let (D 1, dd, (D2 , d2 ) E 21
then, obviously, (D 1 D2z, () = d1 <12 (Z, (). 0

Proposition 2. If Q is uou(legene1'tLte, then a pair (D, d) is uniquely determined by
d as weil as by D.

Proo/. Let (DI, d), (D2 , d) E 21, tohen ((D I - D2 )z, () = 0, for all z, (. By (i) of the
nondegeneracy condition follows that D 1 - D2 = O.

Since, by (ii) of the noudegeracy condition IRk is spanned by vectors of the fornl
(z, z), D detennines d. D

Therefore, we cau interprete 21 as a subalgebra of gl(k, C), or of gl(n, C).

Proposition 3. For any (11, d2 E 2t, we have dl d2 = d2d1 .

Proo/. It follows from CDz, () = d(z, (), for al~ z, ( E cn, that (z, D() = ;](z, (), for
all z,( E cn. Theu, d1d2 (z,() = (D I z,D2 ) = d2d1 (z,(). 0

Remark. In general, d E 21 does not. imply that ([ E 21.

Definition 1. Two quadrics Ql und Q2 are equivalent, if there exist matrices C E
GL(n,C) and p E GL(k,IR) such that (z,zh = p-l(Cz,Czh.

Proposition 4. If two quadrics Ql and Q2 are eq1l.ivalcnt, then the cOrJ'esponding
algebras 21 are iso1norphic.

Proo/. Ir (z, (h = p-I(CZ, C(h anel (Dz, (h = d(z, (h, thel1 p-l(CDz, C(h =
(Dz,(h = d(z,(h = dp-l(CZ,C()l'

Hence, (CDC-l,pdp-l) E 211 . D
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Proposition 5. A quudric Q of type (n, k) is the (lin~ct product of two quadrics
Q1 X Q'J 01 type (n1' k]) resp. (n - n], k - k]) if and only if the corresponding algebra
21 splits into 21] EB 212 ,

Proof. It is clear that Q = Q] X Q2 implies 21 = 211 EB 212 •

Now, let 21 = 211 EB 212 , allel let (EI' ed, alld (E'J' e'J) be the units in 211 resp. 212 ,

Then, (E] EB E2, e] EB e2) is the unit in 21, and ei = ei, ele2 = e2e] = O. Set Z = z' +Zll,

- ,+ "h ' EilE ' - " N th t' fw - w W, w ere z = lZ, Z = 2Z, W - efw, W = e2w, OW, e equa Ion 0

Q can be written

v' (Z', Z'),

v" = (z",Z").

It is easy to observe that Q] x Q'J is nonelegenerate, if and only if Q] and Q2 are
nondegenerate. Beloshapka [3] proved that Auto(Ql x Q2) = Auto Q] x Auto Q2.

Let Q be nondegenerate, and B be tohe Lie algebra corresponding to the Lie group
Autfin Q. Then 9 can be identified with same real subalgebra of BI(C, n), since, for
any (X, s) E g, s is uniquely detern1ined by X.

Proposition 6. For nondegenerlLle quadries, 21 = 9 n ig.

P1·OOf. If (X,$), and (iX,$') E B, then

(X(,z) + ((,Xz)

(iX(,z) + ((,iXz) =

Hence, (X(, z) = ~(s - is')((, z).
If D E 21, then

s((, z),

s'((,z).

(D(,z) + ((,Dz) = 2Red((,z),
(iD(, z) + ((, iDz) = -2 Im d((, z).

o
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3. POINCARE AUTOMORPHISMS AND CHAINS

Using the tenninology of the previous section, it is easy to prove Theorem 1:

5

Proof. (3), (4) imply that (A(z,'), (z, a:)) and (B(w,,), r(w, -:-)) take values in the
algebra 21,

Representing the operators

(id -2iA(z, .) - B(10, .) - iA(aw, ,))-1, (id -2i(z, al - r(w,:) - i(aw, a-:-) )-1

as geometrie progression, Olle proves that they also take values in 21.
Using this, Proposition 3, and the Hermitian symmetry of r, one direetly verifies

that (5) is indeed au autoll1orphislll. 0

Aecording to ehern-Mosel' [4], we introduce the notion of a chain,

Definition 2. A chain is a k-dimensional real submani/oltJ 0/ the quadric Q which
can be mapped by anholontorphic autom.orphism, to the plane {z = 0, IIn 1.0 = O}.

We eall lL ehain Poincare chain if and anly if it can be 1napped to the plane {z =
0, Im w = O} by means of some Poincani llutontorphism.

Corollary 1. Poinctu'e chains passing l1u'ough the origin coincide with the intersec
tions 0/ Q with c01nplex k-planes {z = aw}, 1vhe1'e CL : C k ~ Cn is a linear mtLp
satisfying (3), for sonte bilinear form, A.

In the remaining part of the paper we give some argument.s concerning the question
whether any aut.olnorphislll of a quach-ic is a Poincare automorphisnl.

We begin with a description of the group Autid,O as Heisenberg group for same
quadric.

Let A be t.he eOlllplex vector space of linear Inaps iL : Ck ~ cn such that there
exists a Cn-valued quadratic fonn A on Cn

, satisfying

(6) (A(z),z) = (Z,il(Z,Z)),

anel, let 'R be the real veetor spaee of sYlnmetric Rk-valued bilinear fOrIns 1". on IR.k

such that there exists a C"-valueel bilinear form B on Ck 0 C", satisfying

(7)

(8)

Re(B(u, z), z) = f(u, (z, z)),

Irn(B((z,z),z),z) = o.
Now, Beloshapka's uniqueness theorenl can be reforontlat.ed as follows: The nlap

Autid,O Q~ A x 'R, being elefined by
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~ = (F, G) ~ (~~Io' ~ Re (~~2 J= (a,r),

is bijeetive. This bijeetion induees the following group strueture on A X R:

(al,Pd 0 (a2,7~2) = (al + a2,;'1 +;'2 - 2Im(uI·,iL;l-)).

It follows that (al·, G.2·) takes values in R 0 c.
Therefore, the equation

Imf(u,u) = (a(u),a(u)),

defines a quadric in A X R 0 C. The group A X R ~ Auto,irl Q is then isomorphie
to the Heisenberg group of this quadrie via

((l,1':) I-t (it,P(u,u) + i((l(U),iL(u))).

The paranleters A alld iJ have the following int.erpretat.ion:

A_ .!- fJ2F I
-4i(fJz)2 o'

Using the iSOITIOrphislll froIll abave, we see that any cI- E Auto,id Q, correspanding
to (a, f), ean be uniquely deeomposed inta cI- ä 0 <I>;, earresponding to (it, 0), resp.
(0, f). Then,

B :=' f)
2

F;.
8zfJwo

satisfies the equations (7) and (8).
If <"P is a Poineare autoIllorphism of Q, then we obtain, by direct computation, that

a = CL, B = iJ, A(z, z) = A(z, z), and 7' ( 11., u) = f (1t, u).
We denote the subspaees of A and R, eonsist.ing of (a,7') which define Poincare

automorphisms, by A p and R p .

The example below shows that., on the contrary to A, r, the tensors A and r need
not be symlnetrie:

Example 1. Let Q bc the lj1uu17'ic in Ca.'

Vi = Iz l l2 ,

v2 = Iz 2
1
2

,

v3 = Rez1Z2 ,
v4 = Imz 1 z2

•
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Th e algebra 21 is iso lTLO 1phic in gl (2, C) . We represent a veetor 'W E C4 as 2 X 2
11uLtrix

( ) ( 1 3' 4)11 _ W)) Wl2 _ 'W W +1.W
,H- - 3 • 4 2

W21 W22 'W - 1. W W

Set Im n = ~(O - O*)J where 0- is the transposedJ conjugate rnatrix to n. Then
the equation of Q takes the fonn

For any a E C2, and any Hermitian 2 x 2-matrix 8, we intrnduce a map Äa,e
C6 --+ gl(2, C),

ßa,e(z, 0) = 2i (~:) (al a') + (~:: ~::) ((::: :::) + i (::) (al a2)).

Then, any <I> E Auto,id Q has Ihe form,

z = (id -ßa,e(z, O)fl (z +0 (;;:) ) ,

si (id -~a,e(z,n))-l n.

ThusJ

A(z, () =

7'(W,W) =

The linear Q,utom,077Jhisrns are

z = Cz,
si = ene.,

for C E GL(2, C).

The existence of non-Poincare autOlllorphisnls is equivalent to the existence of
solutions ((1, P, A, B) of the systen1 (6), (7), (8) such that tohe systen1 (3) and (4) is
unsülvable für a = a, B = iJ.

We will call a nondegenerate ql1adric Q c Cn+k regular if A = A p , and R = R p .

Corollary 2. If Q is regularJ then any 4> E Autid,o Q is a Poincal'f autom,orphism.
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It follows that the real associative quadrics (RAQ), the quadrics of codimensioll
~ 2, and of codimel1sion n 2 are regular.

4. FRACTIONAL LINEAR AUTOMORPHISMS AND REDUCED QUADR.ICS

We show that Poincare autoI11orphisms generalize fractionallinear autoIl1orphisms.

Definition 3. We eall a nondegenerate quallr'ie Q strictly nondgenerate if, instead
01 the nondegeneracy condition i), the following stronger condition ho/ds:

i') There exists a linear fuucliona/ f E (lRk )' such that the sea/ar Hermitian form,
f ( (', .}) is nondegene1'ate.

Otherwise, Q is cai/ed nui/qua.dric.

Proposition 7. Let Q be a noudegenendc fJurulric and cI> :

1
1 - <f>(z) _ 7/;(w) (z + (Lw),

1

•z

•'W =
1 - <jJ(z) -ljJ(w) w,

a fraetiona/ linerl1' lLuto11l0rphism of Q.
Then, cI- is a PoinclL1'e auto1norphis1TL
If the codimension k > 1, then 7/; = ~4>(a.).

If k > I} anli Q is strictly nontlegenerate, then rP = 1/J = O.

Proof. Since, in the case k = 1, the assertion follows frOll1 the explieit automorphism
formula, we ean restriet ourselves to the ease k > 1.

From 2i(z,a«,()) = <jJ(z)((,<), we obtain, that A(z,() := t/;(z)( is a solution of
(3).

Set

7/;'(u) = ljJ(u) - ~c/>(atL).
2

Then, it follows that 1'(W, w) = ljJ'(w)iv = ;jJ'(1V)W. Since k > 1, then 'ljJ' = 0 and,
hence, r = O.

It remains to prove that 4> = 0, if Q is strictly nondegenerate.
Without lass of generality, we lllay asslllne that (zJL), (wi'» are coordinates such

that

n

VI = L €JLl zJLI 2
,

1!=1

where € JL E {-1, 1}.
For any z E Cn

, we define the k x 11 Inatrix Z, having the property (z, () = Z(.
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From 4>(z)w =2i{z, alli) , we obtain 4>(z) id = 2iZa. Tbe first row of this matrix
identity implies that 0.11 coluI11ns of a, except the first one, are zeroes.

If k > 1, then the second row of this identity implies that q,(z) =O. 0

Definition 4. Wc caU a qUfLdric Q reduced il the corresponding algebra 21 ~ C.

Proposition 8. For a reducell quadric Q, any Poincare automorphism is Iractional
linear, and, therelore, linear in the corresponding projective space.

Proof. Condition (3) i111plies that (z, a:) takes values in 21 s:: C. Therefore, it equals
4>( z) id, where q, is S0111e lineal' functional. Analogously, we obtain r(w,:) = 'ljJ(10) icl.
Then cI» takes the fonn

o

>jOz

*w =

1
---------.--(z + (Lw)
1 - 2icj>(z) - 'ljJ(w) - zcj>(aw)

1
1 - 2iq,(z) -1/;(10) - icj>(a1O) w.

Corollary 3. Let Q be n rcducelZ striclly nondegenerate qUlulric. Then, either Q tS

a hyperquadric (k = 1), or any PoincllTe fLutomorphism 0/ Q is identical.

Proof. This fo11ows frOlD Propositions 7, anel 8. 0

5. SUMS OF QUADRICS

For two quadrics Q1 in CUI +k, anel Q2 in Cn:l+k, with the same codimension we
define the sum Q1 +Q2 by

If Qll allel Q'l. both satisfy (i), and, at least Olle of them, satisfies (ii) of the noncle
generacy condition then Q1 + Q'J is nondegenrate.

It is easy to verify that the algebra 21, corresponeling to Q1 +Q2 equals 211 n 212 .

We consider now the following question: which aut.omorphislllS of Q1 can be lifted
to automorphistllS of the SUll1 Q1 + Q2'

Proposition 9. Let Q1 be lL nondegerate quadric of codil1wnsion k, and Q2 be a
quadric 0/ the Sll1Jl.C codi7nension, satisfying (i) 01 the nondegeneracy condition. I/
211 C 21'J' then llUY Poincare autom017Jhism 0/ Q1 can be li/ted to a Poiucare auto
morphism 01 Q1 +Q2.
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Proof. Let (a, 1', Al, Bd be the paraIlleters defining a Poincan~ autoIll0rphisill «1>1 of
Q I . Then the operat.ors (z, a:), ancl r(w,:) are contained in 2l1 , anel, therefore,
also in 212 , Hence, for any z, 'W there exist uniquely determined A2(z, '), B 2(w,')
from GL(n2' C). Thus, (a, 1', Al EB A2 , BI EB B 2 ) defines a Poincan~ automorphism on
QI +Q2. 0

Corollary 4. Any /raetionalline.ar automorphism 0/ QI can be li/ted to QI +Q2'

Now, let Q be a nondegenerate quadric. Considering the system (6)-(8) for Q +Q
we obtain that (a EB a/,1') are the parameters of some automorphism if aud only if
(a, r) and (a', 1') define autoll1orphislllS of Q, and a has a solution A of (3). Thus, the
Poincare property (3) for a is necessary for lifting an automorphism to Q + Q.

We illust.rate the introduced calcullls in the case of cocliIl1ension k = 1.
If k = 1, then always 21 ~ C, Moreover, hyperquadrics are SUITIS of spheres in

(::2. Hy these reasolls autoll1orphisIllS of hyperquadrics have a quite simple struc
tu re. They can be lifted [1'01TI au tomorphiSillS (1) of S3, by means of the described
construction.

6. SOME QUESTIONS AND CONJECTURES

At the end of the paper we list sonle open problell1s anel conjectures:
1. Is any nondegenerate quadric regular?
It would be also interesting to know the answer in t.he following special cases:
1'. Is any autolnorphis111 of a reduced quach'ic fractional linear?
1". Is any auto1110rphiHill of Cl reduced, strictly nondegenerate quadric of codimen

sion k > 1 linear?

Conjecture 1. The questio1ls 1, 1', (lnd 1" have an affirmative answer.

One cau give a rough est.itnate of (HmcA by nk, and of di1nRR by k2k
!l. However,

in the cases when the explicit groups are known, the dill1ension of the first space does
not exceed n and that of the second space does not exceed k.

2. Is always (HmcA :::; n, anel di1nR'R :::; k?
2'. Is dimcAp ::; n, allo din1:R,'Rp ::; k?

Conjecture 2. Thc q1l.cstions 2 und 2' hal1e un ajJinnat.ive answer.

Remark. If Q is reduced, then the answer to question 2' follows from Proposition
8.

We have showed above that, for any (1 E A, the quadratic fonn (au, a'll) E 'R. In
the cases of RAQ, as weH as for quadrics of coelin1ension ::; 2, any l' E 'R is a linear
combination of such fonns.

3. Does there exi~t a Ilondegenerate quadric Q and some l' E R which cannot be
represented as a linear cOInbinatlon of (nu, au) E 'R, where a E A?
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